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Upper critical field 
and superconductor‑metal 
transition in ultrathin niobium films
Iryna Zaytseva*, Aleksander Abaloszew, Bruno C. Camargo, Yevgen Syryanyy & 
Marta Z. Cieplak*

Recent studies suggest that in disordered ultrathin films superconducting (SC) state may be 
intrinsically inhomogeneous. Here we investigate the nature of SC state in ultrathin Nb films, of 
thickness d ranging from 1.2 to 20 nm, which undergo a transition from amorphous to polycrystalline 
structure at the thickness d ≃ 3.3 nm. We show that the properties of SC state are very different 
in polycrystalline and amorphous films. The upper critical field ( H

c2
 ) is orbitally limited in the first 

case, and paramagnetically limited in the latter. The magnetic field induced superconductor‑metal 
transition is observed, with the critical field approximately constant or decreasing as a power‑law with 
the film conductance in polycrystalline or amorphous films, respectively. The scaling analysis indicates 
distinct scaling exponents in these two types of films. Negative contribution of the SC fluctuations to 
conductivity exists above H

c2
 , particularly pronounced in amorphous films, signaling the presence of 

fluctuating Cooper pairs. These observations suggest the development of local inhomogeneities in the 
amorphous films, in the form of proximity‑coupled SC islands. An usual evolution of SC correlations 
on cooling is observed in amorphous films, likely related to the effect of quantum fluctuations on the 
proximity‑induced phase coherence.

The SC state in homogeneously disordered, two dimensional (2D) films may be destroyed by tuning of various 
parameters, such as, for example, external magnetic field (B), disorder, or doping. The increase of the field induces 
two, distinctly different transitions: superconductor-insulator transition (SIT) or superconductor-metal transition 
(SMT) in strongly or weakly disordered films,  respectively1,2. The nature of these transitions is not fully under-
stood. Two early scenarios have been considered,  fermionic3 and  bosonic4, predicting that Cooper pairs are either 
broken or survive the transition, respectively. Fluctuating Cooper pairs (FCP) surviving across the SIT/SMT 
phase boundary, well into the normal state, may be responsible for many unusual transport phenomena, such 
as, for example, large positive magnetoresistance (MR) peak, large Nernst effect, negative MR at high magnetic 
fields, or magnetic field induced reentrant  behaviors5–12. Some of these phenomena are well described by theories 
of the FCP, developed over last two  decades13–15. Another problem considered recently is the development of 
microscopic inhomogeneities in the form of intertwined SC and non-SC islands near the  transition16–20. The SC 
islands are indeed observed by scanning tunneling spectroscopy near the  SIT21–24, while conflicting tunneling 
results are reported for the  SMT25,26. Such islands influence the behavior of SC correlations near the transition, 
as suggested by studies of superconductivity in arrays of SC islands placed on metallic  films27,28.

Here, we evaluate the B-induced SMT (with B perpendicular to the film plane) in the thin niobium (Nb) films. 
This issue has not been investigated before, despite many studies devoted in the past to transport properties of 
Nb  films29–39. The films, with thickness d between 1.2 and 20 nm, are sandwiched between two Si barrier layers of 
10 nm to prevent oxidation, as described  recently40. With decreasing d the films undergo the change of structure 
from polycrystalline to amorphous at d ≃ 3.3 nm, accompanied by the growing contribution of electron carriers 
to the conduction, which in the bulk Nb is dominated by holes. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy  evaluation41 
suggests that this effect is due to strong surface scattering of holes, enhanced by a small admixture of Si ions (at 
the level of 5–10 at.%) into the Nb layer closest to the interface.

The most important finding in the present study is the strong indication of the development of proximity-
coupled SC islands in the amorphous films, what results in SC state with properties distinctly different from 
those observed in polycrystalline films. These distinct properties include upper critical field ( Hc2 ), the scaling 
properties in the vicinity of the SMT, and the negative contribution of SC fluctuations to conductivity above Hc2 , 
particularly large in amorphous films, consistent with the theories of the  FCP13–15. An unusual evolution of the 
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SC correlations is observed in the amorphous films on lowering of temperature, which we propose to explain by 
the influence of quantum fluctuations on the proximity-induced phase coherence.

Results
Magnetoresistance. The details on the film preparation and calibration of d have been described 
 previously40 (a brief summary is given in Supplementary information). Since the dependence of the resistance 
per square, Rsq , on d is mostly monotonic, we use d values to label different films. However, some fluctuations of 
film thickness ( ∼ 10%) are unavoidable for small d, contributing to scattering of Rsq values; this is illustrated by 
two different films with d = 1.3 nm, labeled “a” and “b”. Table 1 lists all films in the set, together with parameters 
determined in this study.

First four parameters are: the normal-state resistance measured at T = 10 K ( RN ), the midpoint of the SC 
transition temperature at B = 0 ( Tc ), the onset of SC transition ( Ton

c  ), defined at the point where Rsq/RN = 0.95 , 
and the mean free path (l), estimated based on the RN value. For polycrystalline films we use ρN l = const , where 
ρN = RNd is the resistivity, and const = 3.7× 10−12� cm2 for crystalline  niobium29. For amorphous films a 
modification relating const to residual resistivity has been  proposed35, and we use it for our estimate. Despite 
this modification the l values in the thinnest films fall below the average atomic distances, indicating that l is 
underestimated, probably due to differences between actual band structure parameters and those used in Ref.35. 
The remaining parameters listed in the table are: the SMT critical field Bc (at the lowest T), upper critical field 
µ0Hc2(0) , and coherence length ξ(0) ; they are estimated as explained further in the text.

Figure 1a–d show the dependencies of Rsq(T) for various B for films with d equal to 9.5 nm (a), 3.9 nm (b), 
1.4 nm (c) and 1.2 nm (d). The SC transition at B = 0 is present in all films with d ≥ 1.3 nm, with the width 
increasing with decreasing d from 0.1 K up to about 2 K. Figure 1d shows that even in the film with d = 1.2 nm 
non-complete SC transition is seen below 1 K. With the increase of the magnetic field the SC transition broadens, 
and the broadening grows with the decrease of d. In polycrystalline samples below the Tc the resistance shows 
activated behavior, with activation energies consistent with collective vortex pinning (see Fig. S1 and discus-
sion in Supplementary information). On the other hand, on cooling of the amorphous films, after the initial 
activated region, the resistance saturates at the finite, B-dependent level, which is smaller than the normal-state 
 resistance44 (Fig. 1c). Similar saturation has been observed for many other films with the  SMT45–54. The origins 
of the resistance saturation is a hotly debated issue. While in case of some materials it has been attributed to 
marginal stability of the SC state against external  noise54, the other possible explanations include formation of 
anomalous metallic phase, whose nature is still under  debate19,20,55–58. The origins of saturation in the present 
case will be determined by future studies.

The increase of the magnetic field leads eventually to a weakly disordered metal, with negative dRsq/dT at low 
temperatures (Fig. 1c). However, when B exceeds about 5 T, negative MR appears at the lowest T, as it is clearly 
seen in the insets to Fig. 1c,d. Such negative MR at high magnetic field has been reported for weakly disordered 
films a-MoxSi1−x

5 and Nd2−xCexCuO4+y
10, and attributed to the presence of the FCP on the nonsuperconduct-

ing side of the  SMT1,2.
The characteristic feature of SMT transition is that at some critical magnetic field, Bc , and critical resistance, 

Rc , the derivative dRsq/dT switches from being positive to negative. The Bc is indicated by red arrows in Fig. 1c,d. 
This type of behavior produces crossing of the isotherms on the Rsq(B) graphs. The examples are presented in 
Fig. 1e–g for films with d equal to 9.5 nm (e), 1.4 nm (f), and 1.2 nm (g). We observe such crossings in all Nb films 
with d ≤ 11.3 nm. The Bc (in the limit of lowest measured T) is almost d-independent in all polycrystalline films, 

Table 1.  Parameters of Nb films: thickness d, sheet resistance RN at T = 10 K, SC transition temperature: Tc 
(midpoint) and Ton

c  (onset, at Rsq/RN = 0.95 ), mean free path l, SMT critical field Bc (at the lowest T), upper 
critical field µ0Hc2(0) , coherence length ξ(0).

d (nm) RN ( �) Tc (K) T
on
c  (K) l (nm) Bc (T) µ0Hc2(0) (T) ξ(0) (nm)

1.2 2712 0 0.35 0.15 0.29

1.3b 1873 ∼ 0.8 ∼ 1.3 0.21 1.19

1.3a 1503 0.86 1.5 0.26 1.45 1.46 15.0

1.4 1653 1.19 1.78 0.22 1.46 1.5 14.8

2.2 886 1.63 2.28 0.26 2.52 2.41 11.7

3.2 578.8 2.38 3.13 0.27 3.48 3.28 10.0

3.3 447 2.29 2.99 0.34 3.5

3.9 359.3 2.67 3.39 0.36 3.4

5.3 137.2 4.14 4.62 0.69 3.43 3.13 10.3

6.7 120.9 4.75 5.22 0.62 3.5

7.6 78.5 5.43 5.75 0.84

9.5 38.0 6.31 6.48 1.33 3.32 3.15 10.2

11.3 30.8 6.16 6.29 1.37 3.3

16 6.97 7.49 7.6 3.22 –

20 7.83 7.6 7.7 2.40 – 2.64 11.2
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equal to about 3.4 T, while it is rapidly reduced in amorphous films with decreasing film thickness. In contrast, the 
Rc increases monotonously with the decrease of d in all films, reaching the value of about 2.85 k� in the film with 
d = 1.2 nm. This value is much smaller than the quantum resistance for Cooper pairs, RQ ≡ h/4e2 ≈ 6.45 k� , 
at which the SIT is predicted to occur in the bosonic  scenario4.

The relation between Bc and Rc for all films (at lowest T measured in each film) may be summarized on a log-
log plot of the Bc versus critical conductance, Gc = 1/Rc (inset to Fig. 1f). Qualitatively different behavior is seen 
in the polycrystalline and in the amorphous films. While in the polycrystalline films the Bc is very weakly depend-
ent on Gc , in the amorphous region it is well described by the power law shown by blue line, Bc = A(Gc − Gc0)

p , 
where A is constant and p = 0.6± 0.03 . The value of Gc0 = 3.3× 10−4 �−1 , at which the Bc reaches zero, is 
slightly smaller than the conductance of the d = 1.2 nm film (equal to 3.5 ×10−4 �−1 ). Therefore, Gc0 most likely 
has a meaning of the conductance of a metallic, non-SC background. The power-law dependence of Bc on the 
film conductance is predicted by a model of disordered array of SC puddles coupled by a metallic background 
through a proximity  effect19. Since in our films with decreasing d a growing contribution of electron carriers to 
the conductance is detected at low T40, it is possible that these carriers form metallic, non-SC background. We 
note, however, that the exponent of power law p observed here differs from exponents calculated in Ref.19, which 
are predicted to be 1 or 1/4 for low and high film conductance, respectively.

Interestingly, in all amorphous films the Bc exhibits peculiar behavior displayed in the right inset to Fig. 1g. 
Namely, the crossings of the consecutive pair of isotherms, which define the Bc , remain constant within experi-
mental accuracy below some temperature T0 , which decreases with decreasing d. However, at higher temperatures 
the Bc shifts to higher value for most of the films, except for the film with d = 1.2 nm (see Supplementary infor-
mation for a detail example). The left inset shows that the T0 depends as a power-law on the film conductance, 
what mimics power-law dependence of Bc on Gc − Gc0 , but with the exponent which is about twice as small. The 
shift of the Bc has been reported for some systems, either as a result of sequential SIT’s59–61, or due to Griffiths 
 singularity12,62–65. However, in most of these cases the Bc is seen to shift to higher values on cooling, with the one 

Figure 1.  Rsq versus T for various B as labeled near the curves (in teslas) (a–d), and Rsq versus B at various T as 
labeled near the curves (e–g), for films with various d: (a) 9.5 nm, (b) 3.9 nm, (c) 1.4 nm, (d) 1.2 nm, (e) 9.5 nm, 
(f) 1.4 nm, (g) 1.2 nm. Red arrows indicate Bc . Insets in (c) and (d): regions of negative MR on the expanded 
scale. Inset in (e): expanded region near Bc . Inset in (f): Bc vs Gc (measured at the lowest T). Blue curve shows 
the fit described in the text, Bc = A(Gc − Gc0)

p . Right inset in (g): Bc vs T for several amorphous films. The 
arrows indicate T0 , below which Bc is constant. Left inset in (g): Bc and T0 vs Gc − Gc0 on a double logarithmic 
scale. The lines have slopes of 0.6 and 0.24, respectively.
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exception of the reverse trend, similar to what we observe, reported recently for ultrathin crystalline lead films 
with reentrant resistance at low T12. The reentrant resistance is usually attributed to the presence of the FCP on 
the non-superconducting side of the  SIT1,2,10,11. What distinguishes these systems from our thin Nb films it that 
we do not observe reentrant resistance; instead, at the lowest T ( T < T0 ) the resistance reaches a constant value 
Rc at the SMT. Nevertheless, the peculiar upward shift of the Bc with increasing T suggests that SC correlations 
play important role in this behavior, and we will discuss this in detail below.

Upper critical field. It is important at this point to estimate the upper critical field, Hc2 . We define Hc2 using 
the point of the SC onset ( Rsq/RN = 0.95 ). This eliminates the influence on the Hc2 of the vortex-related broad-
ening of the transition, which is very large here. Figure 2a shows Hc2(T) for representative films. We observe that 
the slope of the Hc2(T)-line at Tc , (dHc2/dT)Tc , increases with decreasing d in polycrystalline films, and slightly 
decreases in amorphous films. Since the slope is proportional to NFρN , where NF is the density of  states66, the 
initial increase is most likely caused by the increase of ρN due to enhanced surface scattering, while the slight 
decrease in amorphous films must be related, in addition, to the decrease of NF , which compensates the increase 
of ρN . We also see that Hc2(0) is rapidly reduced in the amorphous films, and in the thinnest films at the lowest 
T a small region of double-valued Hc2 appears, as shown in detail for film with d = 1.4 nm in Fig. 2b, where Hc2 
displays maximum at Tmax ≃ 0.42 K.

Solid lines show the fits to the data using the conventional one-band, dirty limit WHH  theory67, which takes 
into account both spin paramagnetism and spin-orbit scattering through the Maki parameters α and �so68. In 
the absence of spin-paramagnetic effect and spin-orbit interaction ( α = 0 and �so = 0 ) the orbital pair breaking 
limits the upper critical field, which is given by Horb(0) ≡ Hc2(0) = −A(dHc2/dT)TcTc , with the prefactor A 
proportional to 2�/kTc . In the presence of spin-paramagnetic effect the upper critical field is modified accord-
ing to Hc2(0) = Horb(0)/

√
1+ α2 , where α =

√
2Horb(0)/HP(0) , and HP(0) is the zero-temperature paramag-

netically limited  field68. In our calculation A is adjusted to account for an increase of 2�/kTc with decreasing 
Nb film thickness (from 3.9 in polycrystalline films to 4.5 in ultrathin amorphous films)32, while α and �so are 
treated as adjustable parameters. Thanks to wide T-range of the data in amorphous films, the Maki parameters 
may be estimated with reasonable  accuracy69 (see WHH formulas and Table S1 in Supplementary information).

Based on the fits, we estimate Hc2(0) , Horb(0) , and HP(0) , which are plotted as a function of d in Fig. 2c, 
together with Maki parameters. The zero-temperature coherence length ξ(0) , calculated using Ginsburg-Landau 
formula µ0Hc2(0) = �0/2πξ

2(0) with �0 = 2.07× 10−15Wb, is listed in Table 1. The ξ(0) is larger than d for 
all films with d ≤ 9.5 nm, confirming that the films are 2D. The plots indicate the initial increase of Hc2(0) with 
the decreasing d in polycrystalline films, followed by a rapid decrease in amorphous films. This dependence is 
related to the interplay of Horb and HP . While the HP(0) is decreasing monotonously with decreasing Tc , Horb(0) 
increases sharply on the approach to polycrystalline/amorphous boundary due to enhanced surface scattering. As 

Figure 2.  (a) µ0Hc2 versus T for films with various d, as labeled in the figure. Solid lines show the fits to WHH 
theory. (b) The expanded low-T portion of the data for d = 1.4 nm film. (c) The d-dependence of the fields: 
Hc2(0) (spheres), Horb(0) (green squares), and HP(0) (red diamonds); and of Maki parameters α (open blue 
diamonds) and �so (open magenta circles). (d–f) Rsq as a function of scaling variable, |B− Bc|t , for films with d = 
9.5 nm (d), d = 2.2 nm (e), d = 1.4 nm (f). The insets show t versus T on a log-log scale.
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a result, while in thicker polycrystalline films the orbital pair breaking dominates, on the approach to amorphous 
region the Hc2 becomes paramagnetically limited.

We note also that the dependence of �so on d follows essentially the dependence of Horb on d (which is rea-
sonable), that is, �so is negligible for the thickest films, becomes the largest at the polycrystalline-amorphous 
boundary, and it is strongly suppressed in the thinnest films. According to WHH  theory67 the Hc2 should become 
double-valued when Maki parameter α exceeds the value αc = (1+ 1.589�so/�

c)/(1− �so/�
c ), where �c = 0.539 . 

This condition is fulfilled in the present experiment for the thinnest films, in which we indeed observe double-
valued Hc2.

Scaling analysis. We now turn attention to the scaling analysis. We use conventional assumption that the 
magnetic field Bc , which is the crossing point of the isotherms, defines the critical field, at which quantum phase 
transition (QPT) may occur in the T = 0 limit. It is predicted that in the vicinity of the QPT at T = 0 the spa-
tial correlation length ξ and the dynamical correlation length ξτ diverge as a power law on the approach to the 
critical point Bc , ξ ∝ |δ|−ν and ξτ ∝ ξ z , where δ = B− Bc , and ν (z) is spatial (dynamical) critical  exponent4,42. 
At T  = 0 the time dimension is limited by temperature fluctuations, what introduces T-dependent dephasing 
length, Lφ ∝ T−1/z , beyond which quantum fluctuations lose phase coherence. This leads to a prediction that in 
the critical region all relevant quantities are universal functions of the scaling variable |δ|T−1/νz . Here, in order 
to verify scaling hypothesis, we use two  methods42,43. 

(1) We test if the resistance data, measured at various fixed temperatures in the vicinity of Bc may be collapsed 
on a single curve given by Rsq(B,T) = Rcf (|B− Bc|t) by adjusting the parameter t(T) at each temperature, 
where t should follow the power law, t(T) = T−1/νz . Figure 2d–f show examples of this analysis for films 
with d = 9.5 nm, 2.2 nm, and 1.4 nm.

(2) We calculate the partial derivative, (∂Rsq/∂B)Bc ∝ T−1/νz , and plot it versus 1/T to extract the slope, which 
gives inverse of the product of critical exponents νz . This is illustrated in Fig.S4 in Supplementary informa-
tion.

As shown in Fig. 2d, in the case of polycrystalline film with d = 9.5 nm a good collapse of the data is obtained in 
a broad T-range, with a single critical field, and product of critical exponents νz = 0.6± 0.1 . This is confirmed 
by method (2), from which we obtain the same value of νz for all polycrystalline films. However, this is not the 
case for amorphous films. As revealed in Fig. 2e–f, for these films good collapse of the data, with a single Bc 
and Rc , is limited to low temperatures, T < T0 , where T0 is the temperature below which the Bc is constant. The 
values of critical exponents vary from film to film, but they are always larger than 1. Method (2) indicates that 
in case of amorphous films the partial derivative data follow two different slopes in different T-regions, low T 
( T < T0 ), and high-T ( T > T0 ). In the low-T region the average value of the critical exponent extracted from 
the slope is νz = 2.2± 0.2 for five amorphous films with different d (see Fig.S4 in Supplementary information). 
Curiously, the slope for amorphous films in the high-T range is identical to the slope for polycrystalline films, 
leading to low value of “apparent critical exponent”. However, the very fact that the Bc and Rc are changing in 
high-T region suggests that at T > T0 one-parameter scaling breaks down in amorphous  films1,2. The possible 
origin of the curious “apparent critical exponent” is further discussed in next sections.

The small value of νz observed in polycrystalline films is close to 2/3. Such νz has been observed in conven-
tional 2D superconducting films, for example, in a-Bi70 or a-NbSi71. This is consistent with (2+1)D XY model for a 
2D superconductor in the clean limit, provided that z = 1 , which is the usual assumption in the case of the system 
with long-range Coulomb interactions between  charges4,42, confirmed experimentally in several  materials43,73. 
The clean limit corresponds in this case to weakly disordered vortex matter, which in polycrystalline films at low 
temperatures and low magnetic fields creates pinned vortex glass phase. Upon increasing of the field it unpins at 
fields very close to Hc2 , as discussed in Supplementary information. On the other hand, in the amorphous films 
at low T the νz exceeds 1. Such νz is predicted by (2+1)D XY model for 2D disordered  systems4,42, and has been 
observed in a variety of disordered  films43,72–77. In this case at low T and in the weak magnetic field the disorder 
leads to the formation of strongly disordered vortex glass phase, which melts upon the increase of the magnetic 
field at fields substantially lower than Hc2.

Superconducting fluctuations above H
c2

. In order to elucidate puzzling feature of small “apparent 
critical exponent” observed at high T in the amorphous films, we have examined in more detail the influence 
of the magnetic field on the conductance G = 1/Rsq of the film with d = 1.4 nm, for temperatures below the 
Tc . The results are displayed in Fig. 3a, where G is shown in units of G0 = e2/2π2

ℏ . At zero magnetic field the 
G is very large for all temperatures ( > 107 ), suggesting the approach to long-range SC order. Weak magnetic 
field ( H ≪ Hc2 ) suppresses superconductivity rapidly at high T, and less rapidly at low T. However, this trend 
is reversed at high field, in the vicinity of Hc2 , as illustrated in Fig. 3a1–a2. Figure 3a1 presents expanded area in 
the vicinity of crossing points ( Bc ). Dashed lines and blue crosses indicate low T data ( 0.1 ≤ T ≤ 0.36 K), while 
continuous lines and red crosses indicate high T data ( 0.4 ≤ T ≤ 1 K). We observe that in the low-T region G is 
very rapidly reduced with increasing field, what produces very small spread of blue crossing points. On the other 
hand, the suppression of G by the magnetic field is much slower in the high-T range, what results in large spread 
of red crossing points. Thus, the absence of well defined Bc and Rc at T > T0 is traced to slow suppression of the 
conductance by the magnetic field at high T.

Figure 3a2 shows the expanded region of conductance in high magnetic fields ( H > Hc2 ). At high T (top 
curves) the G is gradually reduced with increasing field, until it saturates at high-field value G8.5 . Such a behavior 
is expected if the magnetic field suppresses SC fluctuations, so that at high field the conductance of the normal 
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state is reached. However, when T is reduced, a minimum appears on G(H) curve at intermediate field, followed 
by subsequent slow increase of G up to G8.5 . With lowering of T the minimum moves towards lower magnetic 
fields, and becomes more pronounced. The appearance of such minimum has been predicted by theories of the 
FCP above Hc2 in 2D superconductors at very low temperatures, in the region of quantum  fluctuations13–15. 
In order to compare our experimental results to theory, we replot the data in Fig. 3b as �G = G − G8.5 versus 
normalized magnetic field, h = H/Hc2(0)− 1 . We consider G8.5 as beeing close to normal-state conductance, 
so that �G(h) is mostly due to superconducting fluctuations of the FCP.

The first analysis of quantum fluctuations at H > Hc2 , in a lowest Landau level approximation (valid close to 
the Hc2(T) ) is due to Galitski and Larkin (GL), who find negative contribution of SC fluctuations to conductivity 
in a narrow range close to zero  temperature13. Subsequently, exact calculations in the first order perturbation 
theory by Glatz et al. (GV)14,15 have provided formulas for the full H − T phase diagram above the Hc2 . Vari-
ous contributions to fluctuation conductivity have been considered, i.e., Aslamazov-Larkin, Maki-Thompson 
(MT), single-particle density of states, and one-electron diffusion coefficient renormalization (DCR) terms. 
Full evaluation of GV formulas require rather tedious numerical calculations, which have been so far compared 
to experimental data in just a few  cases14,15. Here, we have tested both GL and GV formulas for description of 
our data. The details of the fitting procedures are provided in Supplementary information, together with com-
parison of the GL theory to experimental data. In Fig. 3b,c we show data for two films, d = 1.4 nm and d = 9.5 
nm, respectively, together with the fitted GV formulas (for simplicity we use asymptotic forms only). The basic 
conclusion is that negative contribution of SC fluctuations to conductivity above the Hc2 is well described by 
theory of the FCP. It is also significantly more pronounced in the case of amorphous film, particularly in the 
temperature range below T0.

Phase diagrams. We now summarize our results by presenting phase diagrams. First, we construct a T = 0 
phase diagram of Nb films in the B− d plane (Fig. 4a, d on a logarithmic scale). The left (linear) scale shows 
Hc2(0) and the Bc(0) (which is Bc in the limit of the lowest T measured in each film). Note that in polycrystal-
line films the Bc(0) is somewhat higher than the Hc2(0) , what likely results from arbitrary definition of Hc2(0)

69. 
However, the Bc(0) shifts slightly below Hc2(0) in thinnest amorphous films because of the shift of Bc to lower 
values at T < T0 . On the right (logarithmic) scale we show film conductance Gc − Gc0 . The continuous green 
line shows the fit to the data, which indicates that for d ≥ 1.3 nm the conductance follows a power law depend-
ence on the film thickness, Gc − Gc0 ∼ d2.24 , consistent with the surface scattering in thin films, as has been 
previously  discussed40. Gc − Gc0 drops by an order of magnitude at d = 1.2 nm, in accordance with the fact that 
only non-complete SC transition survives in this film. As already mentioned, the Bc(Gc) dependence suggests a 
possibility that in the amorphous films at low T inhomogeneities develop, in the form of disordered arrays of SC 
islands coupled via metallic background by proximity  effect78. On the other hand, no sign of such inhomogenei-

Figure 3.  (a) G versus magnetic field for labeled temperatures in film with d = 1.4 nm. (a1) expanded area 
in the vicinity of Bc . Low-T (high-T) data are indicated by dashed (continuous) lines and blue (red) crosses, 
respectively. (a2) Region of high magnetic fields. (b) �G versus normalized magnetic field h at labeled 
temperatures for d = 1.4 nm. The experimental data are shown by thick color lines. Thin lines show theoretical 
asymptotic dependencies from Ref.14, fitted in the region of high-T (continuous yellow lines), region of low-T 
and low h (dashed lines, white or black), and region of low-T and high h (red lines—note that for clarity only 
some red lines are plotted). (c) �G versus h at labeled temperatures for d = 9.5 nm ( G9 is the conductivity at 9 
tesla). The dashed lines show the fitted expressions from low-T, low h region.
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ties exist in polycrystalline films. We sketch this behavior schematically in the insets of Fig. 4a, where green are 
the SC regions, and light blue depicts the metallic, non-SC background.

Next, in Fig. 4b, c we present H − T phase diagrams for two films, amorphous with d = 1.4 nm (b-b1), and 
polycrystalline with d = 9.5 nm (c). The background shows color maps of �G(H ,T) , with positive �G (rain-
bow colors) on logarithmic scale, and negative (blue-black) on linear scale. The dark red-to-brown region (with 
�G � 1× 105 ) at the bottom indicates the approach to SC zero-resistance state. In (c) this state is a pinned vortex 
glass, which covers large portion of the phase diagram. From the Arrhenius plots of the resistance we determine 
the melting line (as described in Supplementary information), shown here by open orange circles and dashed 
line. In (b), on the other hand, this region is barely seen at the lowest magnetic field, confirming that the zero-
resistive state is limited to the lowest magnetic fields at best. However, the melting line may still be observed in 
the amorphous film with d = 2.2 nm (see comment in Supplementary Information).

The blue-to-black regions at the left top corner indicate the areas with negative contribution of SC fluctua-
tions due to the FCP. In (c) this region is rather small, and restricted to high magnetic fields. In (b), on the 
other hand, the depression is much better defined, and influences conductivity in a very large portion of the 
phase diagram. Nevertheless, at high T the depression in amorphous film disappears, the �G becomes positive, 
and extends to high magnetic fields, similar as in polycrystalline film. We believe that this feature explains the 
observation of small “apparent critical exponent” in amorphous films at high T, that is, simply the dependence 
of partial derivative (∂Rsq/∂B)Bc on 1/T becomes similar to that seen in polycrystalline films. Moreover, if we 
now plot the dependence Bc(T) on the maps [red spheres in Fig. 4b1–c] we see that in polycrystalline film it is 
constant and located at �G ≃ 2.8 . Notably, the location of the Bc in amorphous film is also at �G ≃ 2.8 at high T. 
However, at low T ( T < T0 ) the position of the Bc is pushed to higher value of positive �G ≃ 7 (lower magnetic 
field). This shift suggests that the nature of SC correlations in the amorphous film changes as the temperature 
is decreased towards T0.

We propose to explain this evolution by a competition between proximity coupling in a disordered array of 
SC islands, which promotes long-range SC phase coherence, and low-T quantum fluctuations, enhanced in the 
presence of magnetic field, which break phase coherence. Following experiments on arrays of mesoscopic SC 
islands on metallic  underlayer27,28 we assume two energy scales in the system, J, related to coupling between grains 
on an individual island, and J ′ , the coupling between neighboring islands, which takes standard proximity form, 
J ′ ≈ J ′0 exp (−t/ξN (T)) . Here J ′0 is the amplitude, t is the distance between islands, and ξN (T) ∼

√
ℏD/(kBT) is 

the normal-metal coherence length with diffusion constant D. Depending on the geometry of the SC array and 
the normal metal parameters, this form of J ′ leads either to gradual enhancement of coupling between islands on 
decreasing T, what results in two-step SC  transition27, or to the decoupling of SC islands due to quantum fluctua-
tions at low T, what produces metallic T = 0  state28. In the presence of perpendicular magnetic field proximity 

Figure 4.  (a) T = 0 phase diagram in B− d plane for ultrathin Nb films: Bc(0) (spheres) and Hc2(0) (squares) 
(left scale), and Gc − Gc0 (diamonds, right scale). The insets show schematically the low-T SC in the amorphous 
(left) and polycrystalline (right) films. (b,c) Color maps of �G(H ,T) for films with d = 1.4 nm (b) and 
d = 9.5 nm (c); (b1) shows expanded portion of (b). The scale is logarithmic for positive �G (rainbow colors), 
and linear for negative �G (blue-black); dashed blue lines are drawn at labeled values of �G . Points indicate Hc2 
(white squares), Bc (red spheres), and melting line (open orange circles and dashed orange line).
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couplings J ′ are suppressed exponentially beyond the magnetic length LH =
√
�0/H  ( �0 is a flux quantum), 

what additionally enhances quantum fluctuations, and promotes the decoupling of SC islands.
Applying this model to our system, we presume that polycrystalline films consist of one large island, with 

only J coupling between grains contributing to one-step transition (which is broadened due to surface-related 
disorder and vortex activation). On the other hand, in amorphous films disordered arrays of SC islands develop, 
with electron carriers detected at low T by Hall  effect40 playing the role of metallic layer. The distribution of array 
parameters within film, and, therefore, distributions of J ′ couplings, smears SC transitions. Nevertheless, we 
expect to observe higher-T region in the vicinity of the Tc onset, in which J leads to coupling within each grain, 
and, on decrease of T, the approach to low-T region with increasingly relevant J ′ couplings. On the decrease of 
film thickness d, the average t increases, and ξN decreases, what leads to gradual decrease of the average J ′ . In the 
thinnest films this produces barely visible zero-resistive state in the absence of magnetic field (Fig. 4b), while in 
the presence of the field J ′ couplings are suppressed, and the enhancement of quantum fluctuations on lower-
ing of temperature results in gradual suppression of phase coherence between islands, and, therefore, gradual 
decrease of the Bc (Fig. 4b1). We believe that this scenario explains the observation of two quite distinct regions 
of SC correlations visualized in (Fig. 4b–b1). Finally, we note that the enhancement of quantum fluctuations 
may be responsible for the saturation of resistance, which we observe in the thinnest films. However, we expect 
to verify this issue by further studies.

Conclusion
The Hc2 and the B-induced SMT have been examined in ultrathin Nb films, which undergo a transition from 
polycrystalline to amorphous structure on the decrease of thickness. The properties of the SC state in the amor-
phous films are very different from those in polycrystalline films. The Hc2 is found orbitally limited in the first 
case, and paramagnetically limited in the latter. The scaling analysis indicates distinct scaling exponents in 
these two types of films, consistent with (2+1)D XY model for 2D superconductor in the clean or dirty limit, 
respectively. The negative contribution of SF fluctuations to conductivity is found above Hc2 , well described 
by theories of fluctuating Cooper pairs; this contribution is much more pronounced in the amorphous films. 
All these differences strongly suggest that local inhomogeneities develop in amorphous films, in the form of 
proximity-coupled SC islands. On the decrease of temperature SC correlations in amorphous films evolve in an 
unusual fashion, suggesting the suppression of proximity-induced phase coherence by quantum fluctuations.

Methods
The Rsq as a function of temperature and magnetic field up to 9 T, perpendicular to the film plane, was measured 
on a lithographically patterned resistance bridge using a standard four-probe method, with dc current for T > 2 K 
and low-frequency ( f = 19 Hz), ac lock-in techniques with I = 10 nA for lower T, down to 80–100 mK. Care was 
taken to remain in the Ohmic regime. To cover various T-ranges in different samples several different cryostats 
were used, He-4 or PPMS for high−T range, 3 He cryostat for 0.3 K < T < 2 K, and LHe dilution refrigerator with 
low-pass filters for T < 1 K. In the mK-range the data were accumulated during the field sweep, while at higher T 
both the field, and the temperature sweeps were used. More details are available in Supplementary information.
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